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is in use (collectively the 'TARGET FACILITIES").
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5) The requested order seeks the interception of wire andlor electronic

communications between: John Darrell Krokos, aka "Hulk," aka "yoyo hulk," aka'JJ," aka

"Walter," aka "Lord of the Beaches," aka "Pilot," aka "Ape," aka 'Captain," aka "Tutor," aka

"Amy," "Heavydee," ("KROKOS"); Jesus Esteban Felix-Leon, aka "Tokotiyo," aka "Toko,"

aka "Maestro,~ aka "Metro," aka "Marquitos," aka "M," aka "Professor," aka ·Captain," aka

'noy" ("FELIX"); Ismaellchiro Tomatani-Guzman, aka "H," aka "Gilligan," aka "Harry,"

aka "Coach," aka 'Firstblood," aka "Charlie" ("ICHIRO"); Jesus Felix-Alvarez, aka 'UI M,"

aka "Mr Howell," aka "Student," aka 'Bully," aka 'UIG" ("ALVAREZ')'; FNU LNU, aka "The

Mechanic," aka "Pawnstar," aka "Dlrtytricks," aka 'porkchop," aka 'ninja" ('THE

MECHANIC"); Roger Teigrob aka 'pol" ('TEIGROB"); Larry Amero ("AMERO"); FNU

LNU, aka "Chin" ("CHIN"), FNU LNU, aka "Tito' ("TITO"); FNU LNU, aka "Hammer"

("HAMMER"); FNU LNU aka "Smooth' ('SMOOTH"): Silveria Corazon-Redato

("CORAZON'); FNU LNU aka, "Pariente," aka 'Tata' ('TATA"); FNU LNU aka "HOLDEM"

aka "Power," aka "Powertrain" ("HOLDEM"); FNU LNU aka "Chavo" (CHAVO); FNU LNU,

aka Mastiff ("MASTIFF"); FNU LNU, aka "gbd100" ("GBD100"); FNU LNU, aka "Trusted"

aka "Bond" ("BOND"): FNU LNU, aka Congo, aka "Ninja" aka "Wayne' ("CONGO");

Richard Arthur Crawford, aka 'the Kid" aka "Skinny" ('SKINNY'); FNU LNU aka

"immortal," aka "GTA2470," aka "Roxy" ("IMMORTAL"); FNU LNU aka "kinetic," aka

"Betty," aka "JCB1370," aka "MK," aka "SlowMonk" ('MK"); Antonio Akira-Tomatani

("AKIRA"); Emesto Carlos Salcedo, aka "Ernie," aka 'Aldo," aka "EI Techo," aka 'Sam'

A confidential source cooperating with law enforcement (discussed herein)
proVided information that Jesus FELIX-Leon had a son by the name of "Jesus' and that
the son's mother was Delia Alvarez. Based on my experience, I have learned that
persons born in Mexico are given the last names of both of their parents: the father's first
part of his last name is followed by the first part of the mothe(s last name.
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("SALCEDO"); FNU LNU, aka "Cruz" ("CRUZ"); FNU LNU, aka 'Crock" ("CROCK);

Karina Elizabeth VALENCIA-Luquin, aka Karina Elizabeth Santander, aka "K",

('VALENCIA"); Gabriel McFarland-Guerrero ("MCFARLAND'); Narcizo

ESPINOZA-Zepeda, aka Crescenciano Espinoza-Zepeda, aka Narciso Z. Espinoza,

("ESPINOZA"); Marco Aurelio NAVARRO-Covarrubias, aka 'Marquitos" ("NAVARRO');

Mario Arturo CUEVAS, aka "Chucky" ("CUEVAS"), FNU LNU, aka "Cowboy: aka

'Blizzard: aka "Bucky" ('Bucky"), FNU LNU ("UM#3"), Javier LNU (.JAVIER"), FNU LNU

aka "Tony" ("TONY"), FNU LNU aka "Jake" ("JAKE"), FNU LNU aka 'SATAN' ('SATAN"),

Rigoberto ORTEGA-Guzman, aka 'Riga," aka "Goldminer, ' aka "GM," aka "Jerry,' aka

"Uncle" ("ORTEGA"), Carlos Javier VERDUGO-Miranda, aka "EI Cacheton: aka "Ricky,"

aka "Harry" ("VERDUGO"), Fausto MEDINA ("MEDINA'), Satinderpal Biling, aka 'Roger"

("BllING"), FNU LNU, aka 'Damian" ("DAMIAN"), Habib ENTEZARALMAHDI

("ENTEZARALMAHDI"), Fatemeh FOROOZAND ("FOROOZAND"l.-Emma KALES, aka

'Jo' ("KALES"), Eduardo OLIVARES, aka Uno Vega, aka Omar Edward Sepulveda, aka

'Jerry", aka 'Eddie', aka "XTS4545' ("OLIVARES), DamellLNU, aka '0" ("DARNELL),

Faid Abdul WAKIL, aka Alvin Boatright, aka 'Taiiban", ('WAKIL"), Erick Axel ORTEGA

("ERICK'), FNU LNU, aka "Primo", ("PRIMO"), Joaquin MARTINEZ, aka "LACRA"

("MARTINEZ"), FNU LNU ("UM#4"), FNU LNU ('UM#5"), Mansour BOROUMAND, aka

"Taiiban', ("BOROUMAND"), Me~on MONK ("MONK"), Frederico VERDUZCO, aka

'Freddie' ("VERDUZCO"), FNU LNU, aka "Chencho" ("CHENCHO"), FNU LNU, aka

"Guero", aka 'Damian' ("GUERO"), Antonio CASTILLO-GUEVARA ("CASTILLO),

Kenneth ELLIS ("ELLIS), Leticia OLIVARES ("OLIVARES"), linda GONZALEZ

("GONZALEZ"), FNU LNU ("UF1"), Jose Adalberto SALINAS ("SALINAS"), Mauricio

LEON-Torres ("LEON"), Luis CAZARES-Be~n, aka Luis Carlos Acosta ("CAZARES"),

Adam Michael James HARLOCK, aka "Troy", aka 'CNN33" ("HARLOCK"), Arthuro
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